TMI Education introduces a

revitalized approach to ongoing and
personalized professional learning.

Bring It! 101™

An inspirationally designed
on-demand professional
learning solution for the
engaged educator.
What is the Bring It 101™ Professional
Learning Solution?
Q: What is the driving purpose of Bring It! 101™?
A: All too often we make critical decisions about teaching and learning in the
absence of the best practice research that informs how the brain learns.

We all need someone to lean
on. TMI Education is proud
to bring you ...Dr. Jim!

TMI believes that all curricular and instructional decisions must reflect
brain-based best practice research. Therefore, it is equally essential that we
provide you with the professional development experiences, tools and
ongoing support necessary for performing your best across all learning
environments.

There are a few uniquely special individuals that you
cross a fortunate path with that truly make a difference
in your life. Those who will tirelessly persevere to
change our world for the better. Those who selflessly
and empathetically respond to all situations. Those
who possess intellect and wisdom beyond all others.
Those who will give every ounce to ensure your
success. Among my few, is the one and only, "Dr. Jim"
Gamble, TMI Education SVP for Research and
Program Development and Lead Bring It! 101™
developer.

Q: What makes the Bring It! 101™ professional learning solution inspiring
and engaging?
A: A lot! First, Bring It! 101™ is comprised of an extensive collection of
extremely affordable, manageable and self-paced professional learning
packages that we call "Brain Blasts." The Brain Blast Professional Learning
Packages are delivered through a series of five, 4-5 minute cohesive video
segments providing fresh ideas, practical and immediately applicable
instructional strategies, motivational anecdotes, and sound words of
advice…all personally brought to you by "Dr. Jim."

Dr. Jim is the epitome of “educator.” He is a Teacher, a
Vietnam Veteran, a Leader, a Motivator, a Coach, a
Life-Long Learner, a Father Figure, and a Friend. I was
fortunate to cross paths nearly thirty years ago as a
“wet behind the ears” assistant principal who
desperately needed someone to lean on. TMI
Education’s Bring It! 101™ is your fortunate path to Dr.
Jim’s endless pedagogical intellect, instructional
wisdom, and unrivaled professional coaching. Novice
or veteran, elementary or secondary, and no matter the
content area, Dr. Jim will meet your unique individual
professional needs - and he will make you better.

Each Brain Blast package includes the companion Brain Blast Guide
resources, complete with practical and easy-to-implement strategies - we call
these "Brain Blast Ideas" or "BBI's."

Dr. Jim Gamble takes you on a journey toward
becoming an even better teacher, bringing to you
practical anecdotes, reflective thoughts and brain
compatible pedagogical strategies that work along with
reasons to believe in yourself and your students.

Of course, what makes our Bring It! 101™ solution inspiring, engaging and
highly informative is "Dr. Jim!"

And if this has not convinced you, visit
www.tmieducation.com today to learn more about
Bring It! 101™ and Dr. Jim. Be sure to take a look at just
a small sample of the testimonials.

To learn more visit Bring It! 101™, email (jgamble@tmieducation)
or call "Dr. Jim" at 888.864.6364, Ext.4 ...today!

We all need someone to lean on.
Let yours be Dr. Jim!

